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Recognizing the interconnectedness  of 
recruitment and management is a core 
philosophical difference that separates 
Tandempark from traditional volunteer 
management tools. 

When watering a garden, you need both 
a source of water and a way to get it to 
where it’s needed. One without the other 
is either a total mess or a waste of time. 

That’s how we treat the relationship 
between these two aspects of volunteer 
programming. Neither side is complete 
without the other. This is why features 
like shift status indicators become even 
more useful because they are integrated 
into the Gantt chart view and shift 
notifications features. As you can see, 
each feature grows exponentially when 
considered within the greater context of 
Tandempark’s volunteer engagement.

RECRUITMENT & MANAGEMENT

WORKING TOGETHER



Volunteer recruitment is a critical step in 
volunteer engagement. It spans the 
journey from building awareness in the 
community,  to inspiring action. 

Helping your and your organization build 
awareness and make it easier for people 
to sign up are the bookends of volunteer 
recruitment and great benefits of the 
way the Tandempark platform integrates 
recruitment and management, making 
it easier for people to discover and 
engage in your volunteer opportunities. 
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VOLUNTEER SIGN UP 

ConnectLink URL
Specify a unique url that will drive 
interested volunteers to your roster

QRConnectLink
Make it easy for people to sign up 
digitally from any print media you use

CSV Volunteer Import
Add your entire volunteer team in one 
step with our csv importer

Ad-Hoc Invitations
Add volunteers to your roster one by 
one whenever required

Tell A Friend Sharing
Volunteers can share opportunities 
with their others from the listing board 

Sign Up Notifications
Get notified whenever a volunteer 
expresses interest joining your team 

Connection Status Indicator
Quickly identify your approved 
organizations and pending review

 Coming 2019: 
Waiver upload/print option
File sharing (Inbound & outbound)



OPPORTUNITY PROMOTION

Public Opportunity listing
Community engagement board for 
volunteer local opportunities 

Internal-only opportunity listing
Opportunities that are limited to only 
be seen by approved volunteers

Tag-enabled visibility listing
Use volunteer tags to determine which 
of your volunteers can see a role

Builder-Board integration
Direct integration between the project 
builder and the opportunity board

Shift preference selector
Real-time availability of remaining 
shifts volunteers can opt in for

Position details
Ability to provide in-depth volunteer 
opportunity descriptions in listings

Volunteer Recruitment Model
Pre-designed framework to help you 
attract and on board new volunteers

 Coming 2019: 
Credential/certification management
Service area matching



The management side of the process 
begins during the transition stage, once 
a person takes the first step of 
expressing interest in volunteering. 

In Tandempark’s engagement process, 
that initial step could be clicking a 
ConnectLink, scanning a QRConnect 
Code, or any other way you’re capturing 
names and email addresses. 

Once you have that information, the 
management features of Tandempark 
begin to shine. 
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VOLUNTEER ROSTER

Volunteer Profile Cards
At-a glance view of volunteer photo 
and contact info for quick reference

Custom Filterable Volunteer Tags
User-defined tags for quick sorting 
and selection of volunteer groups

Relationship Status Indicator
View and Update volunteer status in 
relationship to your organization

ConnectLink
Customized URL for volunteer signup 
(can use redirect from existing pages)

QRConnect (upon request)
Convert print media audiences into 
volunteer signups seamlessly 

Volunteer Invite
Bring your volunteer team online with a 
.csv import or individual invitations

Email-Based Communication
Individual or bulk email service with 
or without attachments

 Coming Spring 2019: 
Add internal notes on volunteer files
Add an internal rating for volunteers



PROJECT BUILDER

Adjustable Role Visibility
Choose if you want roles to appear 
publicly, internally or hidden entirely

Instant Opportunity Posting
According to the visibility you choose 
each role is listed automatically

Role Fulfillment Indicator
Quickly assess which roles are filled and 
which are still needing volunteers

Role & Project Messaging
Message all project volunteers or just 
those assigned to a specific role. 

Integrated Scheduler
Use the schedule that the Builder 
generates for you to assign volunteers 

Project Builder Form
Create the general outline for your  
volunteer initiative

Role Builder Form
Design the roles and shifts required to 
make the project a success  

Service Area (Passion) Tags
Highlight the ways your project serves 
to community to boost engagement



SCHEDULE BUILDER

Integrated Shift Notices
Design the roles and shifts required to 
make the project a success  

Automated Shift Reminders
Highlight the ways your project serves 
to community to boost engagement

Volunteer Invitations
Send specific callout for volunteer 
support on understaffed shifts

Integrated Shift Confirmation
Choose if you want roles to appear 
publicly, internally or hidden entirely

Shift Status Indicator
According to the visibility you choose 
each role is listed automatically

Gantt Chart View
High-level overview of each role, who’s 
assigned and who has confirmed

Drag and Drop Scheduling
Assign volunteers to the shifts and 
reassign them with ease

Opportunity Post Integration
Receive volunteer sign ups directly 
from interactions with your posts



hello@tandempark.org

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram:
@tandempark

on the web:
tandempark.org


